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Abstract

Derived values are values calculated from base values. They can be expressed with views in relational databases, or with expressions in incremental or reactive programming. However, relational views do not provide multiplicity bounds, and incremental and reactive programming require significant boilerplate code in order to encode bidirectional derived values. Moreover, the composition of various strategies for calculating derived values is either disallowed, or not checked for producing derived values which will be consistent with the derived values they depend upon.

In this paper we present IceDust2, an extension of the declarative data modeling language IceDust with derived bidirectional relations with multiplicity bounds and support for statically checked composition of calculation strategies. Derived bidirectional relations, multiplicity bounds, and calculation strategies all influence runtime behavior of changes to data, leading to hundreds of possible behavior definitions. IceDust2 uses a product-line based code generator to avoid explicitly defining all possible combinations, making it easier to reason about correctness. The type system allows only sound composition of strategies and guarantees multiplicity bounds. Finally, our case studies validate the usability of IceDust2 in applications.
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1 Introduction

Derived values are values computed from base values. Base values are provided by the users of an application. When base values change, derived values should change accordingly. A key concern in implementing systems with derived values is minimizing the computational effort that is spent to re-compute derived values after updates to base values. A key concern in modeling systems with derived values is minimizing the programming effort to realize such minimal computations. Ideally, one declaratively specifies how values are derived from base values; from such a specification an efficient update strategy is generated automatically. Declarative programming with derived values is an old idea, going back at least to incremental computation of views in relational databases [12]. More recently it has seen much attention in new fields. Incremental programming [13, 14, 15, 24, 31] uses previously calculated values
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to efficiently compute new ones. In (functional) reactive programming [7, 22, 23, 28] base values are modeled as time-varying signals, and derived values are modeled as signals that are automatically updated when the values of dependent signals change.

These techniques vary in expressiveness and in static guarantees for consistency. Derived bidirectional relations can be expressed directly in the relational paradigm, but the relational paradigm provides no guarantees on multiplicity bounds for derived values. On the other hand, multiplicity bounds can be directly expressed with `Option` and `Collection` types in incremental and reactive programming, but only unidirectional relations can be expressed without encoding. Moreover, the composition of strategies for calculating derived values is either disallowed [15], or composition is not statically checked to guarantee that derived values will be consistent with the values they depend upon [23, 28]. For example, the (accidental) dependency of incremental computations on on-demand computations can lead to inconsistencies in incrementally computed values.

The IceDust data modeling language [15] supports declarative specification of derived value attributes through separation of concerns. An IceDust data model definition consists of entities with attributes and bidirectional relations between entities. Fields of entities comprise attributes and the ends of bidirectional relations. IceDust fields vary independently in multiplicity lower-bound and upper-bound, directionality (unidirectional or bidirectional), derivation type (user value, default value, or calculated value), and calculation strategy. A bidirectional field also defines a multiplicity bound for its inverse. This variability is captured by the feature model\(^1\) in Figure 1. IceDust is a configuration language for this feature model. Each field in a data model is a selection of features complying with this feature model. However, the language does not support full orthogonality of feature selection. First, the choice of calculation strategy is global, i.e. the chosen calculation strategy applies to all fields in a data model; choosing different strategies for different fields is not supported. Second, only attribute values can be derived; derivation of relation values is not supported.

In this paper we present IceDust2, an extension of IceDust with fully orthogonal configuration selection supporting the following features:

\(^1\) A feature model is a compact representation of all the products of a software product line (SPL) [18]. A product configuration is determined by a selection of features satisfying the constraints of the feature model.
In addition to derived value attributes, IceDust2 supports derived bidirectional relations. Derived relations are computed incrementally or eventually, which requires incremental maintenance of bidirectional relations.

Derived relations have multiplicity bounds. The type system statically checks that derived relation computations are guaranteed to satisfy these bounds.

While IceDust only supports global selection of calculation strategies, IceDust2 supports local selection or composition of calculation strategies, which allows tuning the re-calculation behavior of individual fields.

Not all combinations of strategies yield consistent re-calculation of derived values. The IceDust2 type system checks that selected strategy compositions are sound.

While the selection of features in a data model specification is orthogonal, each combination of features requires a specialized implementation in order to produce consistent results. We address the combinatorial explosion of specializations using a product-line approach to reduce the size of the compiler and make reasoning about its correctness feasible.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we examine IceDust and its limitations and introduce IceDust2 for specifying derived bidirectional relations with multiplicity bounds and composition of calculation strategies. In Section 3 we analyze the run-time interaction between derived values, bidirectional relations, multiplicity bounds, and various calculation strategies. In Section 4 we define the operational semantics covering all possible feature combinations. In Section 5 we describe the type system guaranteeing sound composition of calculation strategies. In Section 6 we discuss two implementations of IceDust2. In Section 7 we evaluate the expressiveness of the language with case studies. In Section 8 we analyze the limitations entailed by static multiplicity checks on derived relations. In Section 9 we compare IceDust2 to other approaches to declarative data modeling.

2 Declarative Data Modeling by Feature Selection

In this section we summarize the features of the IceDust data modeling language, analyze its variability limitations, and introduce IceDust2, an extension of IceDust with orthogonal feature selection.

2.1 Running Example.

To illustrate data modeling in IceDust and IceDust2, we use a simplified learning management system as running example (Figures 2-4). Assignments are structured as a tree. For example, the math assignment consists of an exam and a lab (Figure 3 center). Students submit Submissions to these assignments. These submissions form trees as well, mirroring the
module example (incremental)
entity Assignment (eventual) {
  name : String
  question : String?
  deadline : Datetime?
  minimum : Float
  avgGrade : Float? = avg(submissions.grade)
  passPerc : Float? = count(submissions.filter(x=>x.pass)) / count(submissions)
}
entity Student {
  name : String
}
entity Submission {
  name : String = assignment.name + " " + student.name  {on-demand}
  answer : String?
  deadline : Datetime? = assignment.deadline <-> parent.deadline  {default}
  finished : Datetime?
  onTime : Boolean = finished <= deadline <= true
  grade : Float? = if(conj(children.pass)) avg(children.grade)  {default}
  pass : Boolean = grade >= assignment.minimum && onTime <= false
}
relation Submission.student 1 <-> * Student.submissions
relation Submission.assignment 1 <-> * Assignment.submissions
relation Assignment.parent ? <-> * Assignment.children
relation Submission.parent ? = assignment.parent.submissions.find(x => x.student == student)
  <-> * Submission.children

Figure 3 Running example data. References are denoted by →, bidirectional relation values are denoted by →←, derived references are dotted arrows, and derived attribute values are dots.

Figure 4 Running example IceDust2 specification.
assignment tree (see Alice’s and Bob’s submission trees in Figure 3). The tree structure of submissions is derived in order to avoid redundant data, which can lead to inconsistencies.

Assignments have optional deadlines. Student submissions inherit their deadline from the assignment or from their parent submission, unless the deadline is overridden by the instructor to provide a personal deadline for a student. For example, mathBob’s deadline in Figure 3 is supplied by the instructor, while mathAlice’s deadline is the assignment deadline. Leaf submissions are graded by assigning a grade to the grade attribute (overriding the default value), while the grades of non-leaf submissions depend on the grades of their child submissions. Note that students only receive a grade for a collection-submission if all of the child submissions are pass, and a submission is only a pass when its grade is above the minimum assignment grade and all its children pass. Finally, every assignment has an average grade and pass percentage.

Most derived values in this example are calculated incrementally, providing fast performance for reads. The course statistics are calculated eventually, providing better performance on writes to grades. Student grades need to be up-to-date, but statistics can be (temporarily) outdated. The submission name is calculated on-demand as it need not be cached. This example is interesting as it has a derived bidirectional relation (Submission’s parent-children) with a multiplicity bound on parent. Moreover, the derived relation is used in both directions in other derived values: parent is used in inheriting deadlines and children is used in calculating grades.

2.2 Orthogonality of Field Configurations in IceDust

An IceDust data model definition consists of entities with fields. Instantiations of entities are objects that assign values to fields. A field declaration specifies the type of values that can be assigned to the field and several other configuration elements. We analyze IceDust’s configurability in terms of the feature model of Figure 1.

**Multiplicities.** A source of boilerplate code in regular programming languages are nullable values and explicit collections used to encode the cardinality of values. Instead of encoding cardinalities in (collection) types, IceDust supports the specification of multiplicities as a separate, orthogonal concern, following the work of Steinmann [29] and Harkes et al. [16]. Multiplicity modifiers on types express that a field has exactly one value (1), zero or one value (?), zero or more values (*), or one or more values (+). All operators are defined for all cardinalities of operands. For example, an expression calculating average grades based on children (implicit collection) and grade (implicitly nullable) is specified as:

```plaintext
mathAlice // : Submission ~ 1
mathAlice.children // : Submission ~ *
mathAlice.children.grade // : Float ~ *
mathAlice.children.grade.avg() // : Float ~ ?
```

**Directionality.** There are two kinds of fields. Attributes such as grade refer to a (collection of) primitive value(s). Reference fields refer to a (collection of) object(s). In object-oriented languages bidirectional relations between entities are modeled by a reference field on each side of the relation. Keeping such a relation consistent requires work. That is, when assigning to a field on one side of the relation, the other side should be made consistent with that assignment (as we will discuss in more detail in the next section). To avoid the associated boilerplate code, IceDust provides ‘native’ bidirectional relations between entities. For example, the following relation defines a tree structure for submissions:
IceDust guarantees that the reference fields that implement a relation are kept consistent at run time. Thus, IceDust supports unidirectional primitive valued attributes and bidirectional relations between entities. Note that multiplicities apply equally to attributes and the endpoints of relations.

**Derivation Type.** The values of *normal* attributes are directly assigned by (the users of) an application. Similarly, *normal* relations are constructed by an application. A *derived* value attribute specifies an expression that calculates the attribute’s value from the values of other attributes and relations. For example, the *grade* attribute is defined as the average of the grades of the children’s grades:

```java
entity Submission { 
    grade : Float? = children.grade.avg()
} 
relation Submission.children * <-> ? Submission.parent
```

Derived and user-defined attributes can be combined in a *default*-valued attribute. If a value is explicitly assigned to such an attribute, that value is returned. Otherwise, the calculated (default) value is returned. For example, a submission grade can be calculated from its children’s grades, but it can also be set by the instructor:

```java
grade : Float? = children.grade.avg() (default)
```

**Calculation Strategies.** In object-oriented languages, calculated values can be specified with getter methods, encoding an on-demand calculation strategy; the value is calculated each time it is read. Switching to a cached implementation strategy requires invasive code changes. Derived value attributes in IceDust can be configured with different calculation strategies orthogonally to the expression of the calculation. The difference between the different calculation strategies is the point in time at which derived values are calculated. Figure 5 shows the differences by means of thread activation diagrams in response to incoming reads and writes. The *on-demand* strategy calculates derived values when they are read. This means that writes to base values, on which derived values can depend, will be fast, but reads of derived values will be slow. The *incremental* strategy recalculates all derived values that transitively depend on base value directly after an update to a base value. Writes will be slow, but reads will be fast. Finally, the *eventual* strategy schedules recalculating on a separate thread. Writes and reads will be fast, but consistency is not guaranteed: possibly outdated derived values might be read.
2.3 Generalizing Data Modeling with IceDust

IceDust limits the possible configurations of the feature model. First, only unidirectional fields (attributes) can be derived, not bidirectional relations. Second, all fields in an IceDust program are required to have the same calculation strategy. In this paper we relax these constraints to enable a more general combination of features.

Derived Relations. In the relational model, derived bidirectional relations can be expressed directly in relational terms. For example, the derived relation in Figure 2 is expressed in Datalog as follows:

\[
\text{submissionParent}(\text{s1}, \text{s2}) :-
\text{submissionAssignment}(\text{s1}, \text{a1}),
\text{submissionAssignment}(\text{s2}, \text{a2}),
\text{assignmentParent}(\text{a1}, \text{a2}),
\text{submissionStudent}(\text{s1}, \text{st}),
\text{submissionStudent}(\text{s2}, \text{st}).
\]

However, the relational paradigm specifies no multiplicity bounds: a Submission can have \([0, n]\) parents. (Which is a problem if a submission should inherit its parent deadline, and there might be multiple parents.) On the other hand, in reactive or incremental programming, for example with REScala [28], a multiplicity bound of \([0, 1]\) can be specified (the type is Option[Submission]):

```scala
class Submission {
  val parent: DependentSignal[Option[Submission]] = Signal {
    assignment().flatMap(_.parent()).map(_.submissions()).getOrElse(Nil)
    .find(_.student() == student())
  }
}
```

However, this only specifies a unidirectional relation. Making this relation bidirectional in REScala requires defining a children signal, keeping track of the previous parent, and updating the children signal on parent change events:

```scala
val children : VarSynt[List[Submission]] = Var(Nil)
var oldParent : Option[Submission] = None
val parentChanged: Event[Option[Submission]] = parent.changed
parentChanged += ((newParent: Option[Submission]) => {
  oldParent.foreach { o => o.children() = o.children.get.filter(_ != this) }
  newParent.foreach { n => n.children() = this :: n.children.get }
  oldParent = newParent
})
```

To avoid such boilerplate and provide multiplicity bounds we generalize IceDust’s derived values to apply to relations and attributes, rather than just attributes. A derived relation is expressed in IceDust2 as

\[
\text{relation Entity1.field1 multiplicity = expr} \leftarrow \text{multiplicity Entity2.field2}
\]

where the expression defines how to compute the left-hand side of the relation. The parent-child relation of submissions in our example can be expressed as follows:

```scala
relation Submission.parent ? =
  assignment.parent.submissions.find(x => x.student == student)
  \leftarrow* Submission.children
```

Figures 2-3 show the model and some example data for this derived relation respectively. The derived relation is specified on the left-hand side, but can be used inversely, from the right-hand side, as well. For example, using children in calculating the average grade:
Composition of Calculation Strategies. We extend IceDust with composition of calculation strategies. Strategy composition enables using different strategies for different parts of the program. For example, in our running example, student grades are always required to be consistent, but course statistics may be out of date (temporarily) for better performance. We can express this by calculating student grades incrementally, while calculating course statistics eventually:

```java
entity Assignment {
    avgGrade : Float? = submissions.grade.avg() {eventual}
}
entity Submission {
    grade : Float? = children.grade.avg() {incremental}
}
relation Submission.children * <-> ? Submission.parent
relation Assignment.submissions * <-> 1 Submission.assignment
```

The calculation strategies can be specified on modules, entities, and individual fields. If a strategy is not specified, the field inherits it from its entity or module. The default strategy is incremental, as all other strategies can depend on it (see Section 5 for more details).

Constraints on Feature Composition. IceDust2 allows almost all combinations of features in Figure 1, but we impose three restrictions. First, we disallow unsound composition of calculation strategies as we will discuss in Section 5.

Second, derived relations can only be used inversely if they are materialized (incremental and eventual calculation). Navigating inversely in on-demand would require either materializing or coming up with an inverse expression. Consider the following derived relation:

```java
relation Submission.root 1 = parent.root <+ this <-> 1 Submission.rootDescendants
```

It defines the root for each submission in the tree. Reading root in on-demand is trivial: execute the expression `parent.root <+ this` (take your parent’s root, or take yourself). The inverse for this bidirectional relation is `rootDescendants`: for the root, all its descendants, and for all non-root nodes, nothing. In incremental and eventual we can use the materialized `rootDescendants` for reads. But, in on-demand the compiler would need to come up with an expression that computes exactly the inverse of root which is non-trivial:

```java
relation Submission.descendants * = this ++ children.descendants
relation Submission.rootDescendants*= if(count(parent)==0) descendants else null
<-- 1 Submission.root
```

In this example we need a helper relation to compute the transitive closure.

Third, we disallow default derived relations since their behavior is unexpected. Consider the following example:

```java
entity Student {}
entity Committee {}
relation Committee.members * <-> ? Student.committees
relation Committee.mailingList * = members (default) <-> ? Student.subscriptions
```

We have specified the mailingList of a Committee to be its members by default. Now, if a member is added, and there is no user-provided value, the member will be added to the mailing list. But, if some student had also subscribed, the user-provided value will be used,
which will not be updated with the new member. Better would be to get the desired behavior by combining the committee members and the mailing list in a new derived value:

\[
\text{relation Committee.members} \leftrightarrow * \text{Student.committees}
\]

\[
\text{relation Committee.mailingList} \leftrightarrow * \text{Student.subscriptions}
\]

\[
\text{relation Committee.fullMailingList} \leftrightarrow \text{members} ++ \text{mailingList}
\]

\[
\leftrightarrow * \text{Student.allSubscriptions}
\]

## 3 Run-Time Feature Interaction

In the previous section we generalized the configurability of fields in IceDust2 data models. As a result, features can be combined independently (up to semantic soundness). While the selection of features in a data model specification is orthogonal, each combination of multiplicity, directionality, derivation type, and calculation strategy requires a specialized implementation to produce consistent results. In this section we examine the nature of this run-time feature interaction before addressing the resulting complexity in the next section.

### Incrementality and Bidirectional Updates.

Maintaining bidirectionality and updating incremental derived values happen on writes and are mutually recursive. In Figure 3, consider executing \texttt{lab.setParent(exam)} moving the \texttt{lab} from \texttt{math} to \texttt{exam}. Bidirectional maintenance will update \texttt{math.children} and \texttt{exam.children}. This will trigger incremental updates for \texttt{Submission.children} fields, which will in turn update \texttt{Submission.parent} fields, which will trigger updates for \texttt{Submission.deadline} fields, etcetera. Thus, it is not possible to define incrementality behavior orthogonally to the bidirectional maintenance behavior.

### Multiplicities Guide Bidirectional Updates.

When maintaining bidirectionality, multiplicity bounds have to be respected. Multiplicity upper bounds are respected by implicitly removing old values if needed. For example, executing \texttt{exam.addToChildren(lab)} will implicitly remove \texttt{math} as \texttt{parent} from \texttt{lab}. The behavior is identical to executing \texttt{lab.setParent(exam)}. Figure 6 shows the result of writes to bidirectional relations while preserving bidirectionality and respecting multiplicity upper bounds. Behavior 7 is executed on \texttt{lab.setParent(exam)}, and behavior 10 on \texttt{exam.addToChildren(lab)}. Both will implicitly remove the old \texttt{parent} of \texttt{lab}. The alternative to implicitly removing old values would be to fail when calling \texttt{exam.addToChildren(lab)}. This is what the Booster language does [5]; it only updates objects referenced explicitly in the update operation. But, it would be verbose to have to call \texttt{math.removeFromChildren(lab)} first. Multiplicity lower bounds are respected by failing the operation on a violation, as implicitly adding relations with arbitrary objects is undesirable. For example, on deleting \texttt{exam}, the multiplicity lower bounds of \texttt{examAlice.assignment} and \texttt{examBob.assignment} are violated. But, implicitly setting \texttt{examAlice.assignment} to \texttt{lab} is undesirable. The behavior of bidirectional maintenance varies with multiplicity bounds. Thus, it is not possible to define the bidirectional maintenance behavior orthogonally to the behavior for respecting multiplicity bounds.

### Minimizing Setter Calls for Incrementality.

For incrementality it is important to minimize the (internal) calls to setters, as duplicate setter calls will duplicate dirty flagging of derived values that depend on it. If we look at Figure 6, behavior 2, then we should not first call \texttt{b2.setA(null)} and subsequently \texttt{b2.setA(a1)} during bidirectional maintenance. So, rather than first removing \texttt{a2-><b2} and subsequently adding \texttt{a1-><b2}, the algorithm should
update a1.b, a2.b, and b2.a directly. The behavior maintaining bidirectionality needs to trigger the minimal number of incremental updates.

Only Trigger Updates on Observable Changes. An additional way to minimize incremental update computation is updating only on observable changes. The various derivation types influence this. If a normal attribute is assigned the same value as it previously had, there is no need to trigger updates. Default values have various scenarios in which updates are not observable. Suppose we would ‘override’ the grade of mathAlice with a 7.5 in Figure 3. This should not trigger any updates, as the default value was 7.5 already (the average of 7.0 and 8.0). If we change the grade of examAlice to a 9.0 after that, we trigger an update for mathAlice.grade. But we can stop propagating at that point because the new average (8.5) is not visible; we overrode the grade with 7.5. When writing to a field, an update should only be triggered when the change is observable. Thus, the incremental update behavior cannot be defined orthogonally to the derivation type behavior.

Only Trigger Updates for Incremental and Eventual. Finally, updates only need to be triggered for derived value fields that are updated on writes (incremental and eventual). Fields only referenced in on-demand derived value fields do not need to send update triggers (for example Assignment.name in Figure 4). Note that if we would change Submission.name to incremental, Assignment.name does need to send update triggers. Thus, the calculation strategy behavior of a field can not be defined orthogonally to the calculation strategy behaviors of the fields that reference it.

Summary. In summary, derived values, bidirectional relations, multiplicity bounds, and calculation strategies all interact with each other. These interactions are hidden from the
Figure 7 gives an overview of the semantics of a single field. A field is represented at runtime by at most three fields: a user value, a derived value cache, and a dirty flag. The getter is responsible for returning the correct value on a read. The setter is responsible for maintaining bidirectionality and multiplicity bounds in the userValue. Moreover, it calls flagDirty on observable changes. The cacheSetter does the same for cacheValues. The incremental update algorithm (not shown in Figure 7, as it is global) reads the dirtyFlags, and calls updateCache to maintain derived value caches. How these fields and methods are implemented varies based on the configurations in the feature model.

We specify the operational semantics of IceDust2 using big-step semantics. The reduction rules modify a store. The store can contain a user value, a cached value, and a dirty flag for every field in every object (Figure 8). We omit the store in a rule when it is not directly used in the rule. When we omit the store, it is implicitly threaded from left to right. Note that in list comprehensions the store is threaded as well. For conciseness, all rules operate on lists of values, even if fields have a multiplicity upper bound of 1. In the rules, we use ‘∈’ for testing whether a field has a certain configuration in the feature model. For example, ‘f ∈ incremental’ is true if the field uses the incremental calculation strategy. We use ‘.’ for accessing related information. For example, ‘f.expr’ denotes the expression of field f, and ‘f.inverse’ denotes the inverse field of a bidirectional relation.
\[ \Sigma \in Store : EntityReference \times Field \rightarrow (val \rightarrow [Value], \text{cache} \rightarrow [Value], \text{dirty} \rightarrow \text{Boolean}) \]

\[ Value : EntityReference \mid \text{PrimitiveValue} \]

**Figure 8** The store maps combinations of references and field names to tuples of three: user value, cached value, and dirty flag.

\[ f \in \text{normal} \quad o.\text{get}(f)/\Sigma \not\subseteq \Sigma[o, f].\text{val}/\Sigma \quad \text{[Get1]} \quad V.\text{get}^*(f) \uparrow [v \mid v \in V_2, \ o.\text{get}(f)/\Sigma_2, \ o \in V] \]

\[ f \in \text{default} \quad \Sigma[o, f].\text{val} = V \neq [] \quad \text{[Get2]} \quad f \in \text{on-demand} \quad o.\text{calc}(f) \uparrow V \quad \text{[GetCalc1]} \]

\[ \text{fig:eval:calc} \]

\[ f \in \text{derived} \quad o.\text{getCalc}(f)/\Sigma \not\subseteq \Sigma \quad \text{[Get3]} \]

\[ f \in \text{incremental} \quad o.\text{getCalc}(f)/\Sigma \supseteq \Sigma[o, f].\text{cache}/\Sigma \quad \text{[GetCalc2]} \]

\[ o \vdash (f.\text{expr}) \uparrow V \quad o.\text{calc}(f) \uparrow V \quad \text{[Calc]} \]

**Figure 9** Getter evaluation rules.

**Getter.** Figure 9 defines the evaluation rules for getters. Method `get` behaves differently depending on the derivation type. The rule for `normal` just reads the user value of the field [Get1]. The rule for `default` reads the user value [Get2], but if that is not present (empty list of values), the calculated value is returned [Get3]. (It is not possible to override a calculated value with an absent user value.) The rule for `derived` returns the calculated value [Get4]. Method `get*` maps a getter over a collection of objects, which is used in the compilation of expressions. The rules for `getCalc` call `calculate` for `on-demand` [GetCalc1], but read the cached value for `incremental` [GetCalc2]. Finally, `calculate` calculates a value using the expression of the field. Note that in expression evaluation (\( o \vdash \text{this} \downarrow [o] \)) the `o` before the turnstile binds \( \text{this} \). We omit the rules for expression evaluation as they are standard.

The `on-demand` and `incremental` calculation strategies should return the same values on field reads. (Except for cyclic definitions, which we will discuss later.) When the getter is called, `incremental` (default or derived) fields should have a cached value equal to re-evaluating the expression, and there should be no dirty flags:

* ▶ **Invariant 1 (Incrementality).** \( \forall E, f \in \text{incremental}, \ \forall o \in E, \Sigma[o, f, \text{dirty}] = false \quad \Rightarrow \quad \forall E, f \in \text{incremental}, \ \forall o : E, \ o.\text{calc}(f) \uparrow \Sigma[o, f, \text{cache}] \)

If the cached value contains the exact value that `calculate` would compute if executed, then the `incremental` getter will return the same value as the `on-demand` getter. The setter and update algorithm should keep the cached value up-to-date.

**Setter.** Figure 10 defines the evaluation rules for setters. Method `set` is responsible for maintaining bidirectionality and multiplicity upper bounds. For attributes, `set` does not have to maintain bidirectionality so it passes the call through to `setIncr` [Set1]. For relations, `set`’s behavior varies depending on multiplicity bounds [Set2]. References on \( V.(f.\text{inverse}) \) are removed by `addIncr` if the multiplicity upper bound is 1 [AddIncr1]. The inverses of these references are implicitly removed by `remInv` [RemInv2]. This realizes the behavior visualized in Figure 6. Method `setIncr` is responsible for dirty flagging on observable changes [SetIncr2]. Method `cacheSet` is identical to the `set` method, updating cache values rather than user values.
Figure 10: Setter evaluation rules.

Figure 11: Flag dirty evaluation rules.

Figure 12: Update evaluation rules.
For each object, for each field that is bidirectional, it should hold that if the field refers to another object, the other object also refers back to this object from the inverse field:

- **Invariant 2 (Bidirectionality).** \( \forall E.f \in \text{bidir}, \forall o_1 : E, o_2 \in o_1.f_1 \Rightarrow o_1 \in o_2.(f.\text{inverse}) \)

Moreover, a read from a field should always return a list of values the size of which is smaller than or equal to the multiplicity upper bound:

- **Invariant 3 (Multiplicity Upper Bound).** \( \forall E.f \sim [_-, u], \forall o : E, |o.f| \leq u \)

The rules for set satisfy these two properties by construction; they generalize Figure 6 to work on collections of values. The setter is also partially responsible for Invariant 1. Whenever get of a field returns a different value, setIncr will call dirtyFlows. If dirtyFlows sets all dependent values dirty, and all dirty values are updated, Invariant 1 holds.

**Flag Dirty.** Whenever a value is observably changed, all incremental derived values that depend on it are flagged dirty. Figure 11 defines the evaluation rules for dirty flagging. Method dirtyFlows traverses the data-flow expressions, and calls flagDirty to flag the appropriate field dirty. Note that dirtyFlows only calls flagDirty for flows that end in a field that is incremental, as on-demand does not require dirty flagging. The data flows are obtained by path-based abstract interpretation. The basic idea is that all fields referenced in an expression are dependencies, and that the inversion of these dependencies determines the data flow. (For more details on data flow, see the IceDust paper [15].)

The flagDirty method is also partially responsible for Invariant 1. Method dirtyFlows flags all derived values dirty that depend on the changed value. If the incremental update algorithm updates all cached values that are dirty, Invariant 1 holds.

**Update Cache.** After changes, the caches have to maintained, so that reads return up-to-date values. Figure 12 defines the evaluation rules for cache updates. Method update is responsible for updating the cache of a single field for a single object. Method updateCache* updates the field in all objects that have this field dirty. Together with updateCache*, hasDirty* is the API for the cache maintenance algorithm.

These methods are partially responsible for Invariant 1 as well. Method cacheUpdate ensures that Invariant 1 hold for a single field of a single object after its execution. However, updating the cache of a field might invalidate the cache of another. So, the incremental update algorithm calls updateCache* until hasDirty* evaluates to false for all fields.

**Incremental Update Algorithm.** The update algorithm is responsible for cleaning all caches. The evaluation rules for the update algorithm are defined in Figure 13. The data-flow analysis provides a topological ordering which can be used for scheduling updates [15]. Method maintCache* invokes maintGroup* for each connected component in topological order. Method maintGroup* invokes itself recursively as long as the group hasDirty*.
Invariant 1 is now satisfied by the fact that groups can only dirty flag fields in their own group or later groups, and each group is updated until no more dirty flags remain.

Note that in this operational semantics, transactions have to be managed manually. First constructors, set and delete are invoked, then maintainCache* has to be invoked, and only then get and get* are guaranteed to return values that are up-to-date. Transactions can be made implicit by invoking maintainCache* directly from set.

Object Creation and Deletion. On object creation all incremental fields of that object are dirty flagged. Before object deletion, all fields are set to null (or empty collections) to ensure bidirectionality and incrementality are maintained for the fields of other objects. Creation and deletion behavior do not vary based on different field features.

Multiplicity Lower Bounds. So far we have ignored multiplicity lower bounds:

\[ \forall E.f \sim [l, \_], \forall o : E, |o.f| \geq l \]

These are checked at the end of transactions. (We have omitted transactions from the evaluation rules for conciseness.) If any of the multiplicity lower bounds is violated, the whole transaction is reverted.

Eventual Calculation Strategy. We have also omitted the eventual calculation strategy in the semantics. The eventual calculation strategy is implemented by taking the incremental update algorithm, but running this in a separate thread, and updating a single field of a single object at the time. To keep track of the dirty flags for eventual calculation, a fourth element in the store tuples is required: dirtyEventual. (In the implementation dirtyEventual flags are shared across all threads while dirty flags are thread-local.) The dirty flags for eventual calculation do not have to be cleaned before ending a transaction. But, when all dirty flags are cleaned, then all eventually calculated values are up-to-date:

\[ \forall E.f \in \text{eventual}, \forall o \in E, \Sigma\ o, f, \text{dirtyEventual} = false \Rightarrow \forall E.f \in \text{eventual}, \forall o : E, o \vdash f.\ expr \downarrow \Sigma\ o, f, \text{cache} \]

Discussion: Computation Cycles. The on-demand and incremental calculation strategy produce the same values locally. But, in cyclic data flow their behavior is different. Consider the following program:

```java
entity Foo {
    a : Int
    b : Int = a <+ c  // if(count(a) > 0) a else c
    c : Int = b
}
```

If a is not set, and c is read, on-demand will not terminate, but incremental will return null. If a is set, and c is read, both strategies will return the same value. If after that, a is set to null and c is read again, incremental will still return the previous value of c as it is cached in both b and c, while on-demand will not terminate again.

The incremental calculation strategy satisfies Invariant 1, as all derived values are consistent with each other. Invariant 1 is the same as the property guaranteed by synchronous reactive programming [22, 28]. In incremental computing with Adapton, a stronger property is guaranteed: incremental computation returns identical results to from-scratch computation [13, 14]. Note that in Adapton cyclic programs cannot be expressed, as cyclic computations
cannot be constructed. For acyclic data flows, IceDust2 satisfies the same property as Adapton: incremental calculation returns the same value as on-demand calculation.

5 Sound Composition of Calculation Strategies

In this section we examine how different calculation strategies can be composed. In composition the strategies need to evaluate to the right answers, and do so within their time constraints. Moreover, we introduce a type system that statically checks the safety of the composition of calculation strategies in an IceDust2 program.

Some systems for computing derived values allow composing various calculation strategies. However, the composition is not always checked for correctly calculating derived values. Derived values should be consistent with the values they depend on. On-demand values are not aware of changes to their dependencies, and they do not notify the derived values depending on them of changes. For example, in REScala on-demand values can be accidentally referenced in reactive values, causing reactive values not to be updated on changes to their dependencies. Take the following example:

```scala
class Student {
  val name :VarSynt[String] = Var("") //reactive
  val city :VarSynt[String] = Var("") //reactive
  val street :VarSynt[String] = Var("") //reactive
  def address:String = street.get + " " + city.get //on-demand
  val summary:DependentSignal[String]= Signal{name() + " " + address}//reactive
}
```

A change to name will trigger an update to summary, so summary will be consistent with name. Accessing address will read the latest values from city and street, so it will be consistent with its dependencies as well. But, summary is not updated after a change to city or street, so summary is not consistent with all its dependencies.

In IceDust, letting an incremental field depend on an on-demand field would have the same problem. Changing the incremental strategy to reevaluate on-demand referenced fields would make reads of incremental fields slower. (A cache read is O(1), reevaluating might be expensive.) We designed IceDust2 to have predictable performance, so we chose to prevent the above situation by a type system.

Type Checking Strategy Composition. IceDust2 features three calculation strategies: on-demand, incremental, and eventual (Figure 5). The on-demand strategy is pull-based, while the incremental and eventual strategies are push-based. Push-based derived values are recalculated on changes to base values, while pull-based derived values are calculated when they are read. Pull-based derived values can depend on push-based derived values, but not the other way around, as pull-based values would not notify the push-based values of changes. Within the push-based strategies, eventual can depend on incremental, but not the other way around. An incremental derived value depending on an eventual derived value would be eventually calculated rather than be up-to-date. An on-demand derived value depending on an eventual derived value is not always up-to-date, so we create a new strategy, on-demand eventual, to reflect this. Finally, any calculation strategy can depend on values entered by users, so we also create a new strategy base-value for that. We combine these five strategies in a lattice such that strategies in the lattice can depend on strategies below them (Figure 14, right).

This lattice is used to check the composition of calculation strategies in IceDust2 programs. The general idea is to check what strategy is used for each sub-expression of derived values,
and whether these are lower in the lattice than the definition of the derived value specifies. The reduction rules for the strategy composition type system are defined in Figure 15. The environment ($\Gamma$) maps variable names to strategies.

Constants [Const] and this [This] are base values. Field dereference on this has the strategy of the field definition [NavStart]. If the field has derivation type normal, it is a base value. The strategy of a field dereference on an object is the least-upper-bound of the strategy of the sub-expression and strategy of the field definition [Nav]. Unary operators pass on their strategy [UnOp], and both binary and ternary operators take the least-upper-bound of their sub-expression strategies [BinOp, TenOp]. The filter stores the strategy of the variable in the environment [Filter], and variables read their strategy from the environment [Var]. A field is sound if its expression calculation strategy is less than or equal to its defined calculation strategy [Field], and finally, a program is sound if all entity fields with expressions are sound [Prog].

Figure 14 IceDust2’s type lattice (left), multiplicity and ordering lattice (middle), and composition of calculation strategies lattice (right).

Figure 15 Strategy composition rules.
Example. Let's apply these rules to an example. Suppose we extend Submission with:

```java
summary : String = name + (if(pass) " pass" else " fail") + " grade = " + (grade <=> "none") + " (average = " + (assignment.avgGrade <=> "none") + ")
```

Type checking sub-expressions yields the following:

- `name` // on-demand
- `pass` // incremental
- " pass" // base-value, idem all literals
- `(if(pass) " pass" else " fail")` // incremental
- `name + (if(pass) " pass" else " fail")` // on-demand
- `grade` // incremental
- `assignment` // incremental
- `assignment.avgGrade` // eventual
- `assignment.avgGrade <=> "none"` // eventual
- `name + ... + (assignment.avgGrade <=> "none")` // on-demand eventual

The sub-expression `name` is on-demand, and the sub-expression `assignment.avgGrade` is eventual. These two strategies are propagated through the operators until they meet in a `+` operator. The `+` operator takes the least-upper-bound of both strategies, which is on-demand eventual. So the definition of `summary` needs to be annotated with (on-demand eventual).

It is possible to perform strategy inference instead of checking consistency of annotations. However, it is not clear whether that would improve usability or not. In our example, the programmer might not notice that the inferred strategy is on-demand eventual, and assume that the summary would always be up-to-date. So, we require annotating derived value fields with their calculation strategy, or inheriting the strategy from the entity or module.

6 Implementations

We discuss two IceDust2 compilers. The first compiler closely matches the operational semantics in Section 4. It compiles to single threaded, in-memory, plain old Java objects. The second compiler serves a more complicated context. It compiles to an object-relational mapper with transaction semantics.

Compilation to Java. The compilation to Java closely matches the semantics in Section 4. It does not feature transactions (no multiplicity lower-bound runtime checks), and does not feature eventual calculation (it is single threaded). The translation from semantics to a code generator for Java code is straightforward. The store (fields, caches, and dirty flags) are compiled to fields in classes, and the arrows to methods. However, the compiler is not a literal translation of the operational semantics: the compiler makes multiplicity, calculation strategy and derivation-type choices at compile time, and leaves the remaining behavior to run time. Moreover, the compiler specializes types for various multiplicities.

An example of this compile-time/run-time split is the code generation for `get` (Figure 16). The semantics has two rules for the default-value behavior [Get2, Get3], but the compiler defers this decision to run time by compiling to an `if` statement. Another example is the code generator for the `set` method. The compiler makes bidirectionality and multiplicity upper bound choices, so it has six implementations. For these six implementations, it inlines rule [RemInv], or omits it if it has no effect. Figure 17 shows two of the implementations. The first variation is specialized to multiplicities with an upper bound of 1, so it has to deal with `null` values. The second variation is a literal translation of [Set2] without the [RemInv] calls. (The multiplicity upper-bounds of `n` never force implicit removals of references.)
Figure 16 Java code generation for `get()`. The `cbd[ ]` parses a Java class body declaration with meta-variables for types (~type: ...) and identifiers (x...). For normal fields, the getter returns the user value. For default fields, it returns the user value if it is set, and the calculated value otherwise. For derived fields, it always returns the calculated value.

```java
public ~type:t x_get(){ return x_name; }
```

Figure 17 Two cases from the `set()` Java code generation. The case for 1 to 1 relations removes previous references to both objects (this and other) and sets the references of both objects to each other. The case for n to n relations removes the references from previously related objects toRem to this, adds new references from toAdd to this, and updates the references of this.
case (is-left; is-normal=default; is-zeroormore-unordered) ebd_field+ := ebd* [
  x_name : Set<srt_type> (inverse=x_inverseEntityName.x_inverseName)
]

case is-left; is-normal; is-oneormore-unordered: ebd_field+ := ebd* [
  x_name : Set<srt_type> (inverse=x_inverseEntityName.x_inverseName,
  validate(x_get().length != 0, "" + e_name + " is required.")
]

Figure 18 Two of the twelve cases for userField WebDSL code generation. Types are specialized for [..,1] to single values, for [..,n) ordered to Lists, and for [..,n) unordered to Sets. The left-hand side of relations specify inverses. A validator checks the multiplicity lower-bound of 1 at runtime for normal-valued (not default-valued) fields.

Figure 19 WebDSL setter-hook code generation. If the field has any data-flow to an incremental or eventual field, generate a setter-hook that flags the cache dirty if the value changed.

The to-Java compiler supports specifying test data, and expressions for execution. This enables us to use IceDust2 as a glorified spreadsheet, and to write automated tests for IceDust2 specifications.

Compilation to WebDSL. The second compiler compiles IceDust2 to WebDSL, a domain-specific language for building web applications [32]. The to-WebDSL compiler features all IceDust2 features, including multiplicity lower-bound runtime checks, and the eventual calculation strategy. WebDSL differs from Java. WebDSL persists its data in a relational database and maps it to memory with an object relational mapper. The object-relational mapper provides transaction semantics. WebDSL already has a language feature for bidirectional relations, including the interaction with ‘multiplicities’ (single values or lists). This means the to-WebDSL compiler need not generate any code for that. However, this built-in support complicates the interaction with IceDust2 incrementality.

Figure 18 shows two cases of the code generator for fields. The WebDSL field code generation touches many IceDust2 features. Bidirectionality in WebDSL is defined by inverse annotations, which should be specified on one field of the relation. For a quality object-relational mapping, ordered fields are compiled to Lists, unordered fields are compiled to Sets, and single values to single values. Finally, the checks for multiplicity bounds should be specified on the field definitions as well. Together, three possible types, an optional inverse, and an optional validator make twelve possible field definitions.

For incremental updates, the to-WebDSL compiler generates incremental setters. To escape the bidirectionality abstraction, and get access to updates on both sides of the relation,
WebDSL provides setter hooks, similar to aspect-oriented pointcuts [19]. Figure 19 shows the implementation of the setter hook. These hooks only intercept calls, they do not update the fields. Thus, it cannot test for observable changes (by calling get before and after changing the field [SetIncr]). It approximates this by checking whether the value changes.

The to-WebDSL compiler is used in web applications. It enables specifying the business logic in derived values, and enables changing the calculation strategy of fields without much effort to tune the performance of web applications.

7 Case Studies

We discuss the application of IceDust2 to two representative applications, a conference management system, and an online learning management system (the running example).

Conference Management System. Figure 20 shows a mini version of a conference website management system. In this system multiple Conferences can be managed. A Person can be part of multiple conferences, and has a Profile for each. The conference system contains various derived values. For this paper, the most interesting ones are derived relations.

The mini system contains two derived relations. The first derived relation is the root of a conference tree (Figure 20, line 7). Conferences can have sub-conferences, and these can have sub-conferences again. For presentation purposes it is important to display the context of a sub-conference: the root conference. The inverse of the root field, rootDescendants,
**Figure 21** Learning management system specification for group submissions. If a student is part of a group that has submitted to a certain assignment, his individual grade will be taken from the group grade by default. The individual grade of a student can still be overridden by the instructor.

```plaintext
entity Assignment {}
entity Submission {
    grade : Float? = groupSubmission.grade + children.grade.avg() (default)
}
entity Group {}
entity GroupSubmission {
    grade : Float?
}
relation Group.members * <-> * Student.groups
relation Submission.assignment 1 <-> * Assignment.submissions
relation GroupSubmission.group 1 <-> * Group.submissions
relation Submission.groupSubmission? =
    assignment.groupSubmissions.find(x => x.group.members.contains(student))
    <-> * GroupSubmission.individualSubmissions
```

**Figure 22** Bidirectional relation `next` and `previous` is derived from the `children`'s ordering.

```plaintext
relation Submission.children * (ordered) =
    assignment.children.submissions.filter(x => x.student == student)
    <-> ? Submission.parent
relation Submission.next ? =
    parent.children.elemAt(parent.children.indexOf(this) + 1)
    <-> ? Submission.previous
```

does not have a practical use in the application specification. However, it is used by the compiler to incrementally maintain `rootName` on name changes to the root conference. It is possible to omit the name `rootDescendants`. The IceDust2 compiler will then invent a name for the field itself (`rootInverse` in this case).

The second derived relation is the committees a person is a member of in a specific conference: `Profile.committees` (Figure 20, bottom). It is similar in structure to the submission parent-children relation in Figure 4. Both navigate the object graph to a collection of objects, and subsequently filter this collection. The committee membership derived relation is used bidirectionally: a committee page links to the profile pages of its members.

**Learning Management System.** Our running example (Figure 4) is a partial model of a learning management system, which we have specified in IceDust2. The production system is much more complicated. We will cover some interesting aspects of its specification.

Figure 21 shows a part of the specification that deals with group submissions. In some courses students get graded in groups. Moreover, in some labs the groups change during the semester. To calculate correct grades for individual students, their individual submissions are connected to the group submissions (`Submission.groupSubmission`). The student grade for a single assignment (`Submission.grade`) is the group grade, if it exists, and otherwise the normal individual student grade.

Figure 22 revisits the submission parent-child relation. We use the ordering of children to define `next` and `previous` for submissions, which are used for navigation in the user interface. Note that both of the derived bidirectional relations in Figure 22 have a multiplicity bound `[0, 1]` on the right-hand side. This is disallowed by the IceDust2 compiler, as these bounds cannot be statically guaranteed. We will discuss this in the next section.
In our running example (Figure 4) we have used composition of calculation strategies to get good performance on changes to data, while always reading up-to-date student grades. In the full learning management system we have used the same approach: incremental for individual student data, and eventual for statistics. This approach works great with our to-WebDSL compiler. Often multiple students send changes to their submissions concurrently. These changes influence just their own grades. Incrementally updating the grades for single students is fine, as the cache updates will not overlap. However, course statistics cannot be updated incrementally in a concurrent setting, as the aggregated values would get update conflicts when multiple students concurrently get a new grade. In future work it might be worth investigating whether the calculation strategies can be automatically determined based on the partitioning of data between application users (students in this case).

In both case studies the orthogonal nature of the features for fields in IceDust2 turned out to be advantageous. Changing the derivation type, for example from a user value to a derived value, only requires adding or removing an expression. Changing the calculation strategy is a matter of changing a single keyword, and if any changes of calculation strategies in other fields are required for consistency, the type system will tell. Changing a multiplicity, for example making a field optional (?), rather than required, is a matter of changing a single character. Here as well, the type system will signal any places where semantic changes are required (for example the read of that field where a value with multiplicity of 1 is required).

If these changes were to be made to a program expressed in a general purpose language, they would require all kinds of boilerplate changes, on top of the semantic changes. This has been argued before for multiplicities [29], bidirectional relation maintenance [16], and calculation strategy switching [15] individually. But combined, it is certainly true as well.

8 Multiplicity Bounds for the Right-Hand Side of Derived Relations

Derived bidirectional relations in IceDust2 specify multiplicity bounds both for the left-hand and right-hand side. The multiplicity bound on the left-hand side is checked by checking the multiplicity of the expression. The multiplicity bound on the right-hand side is only allowed to be \([0, n]\), as IceDust2 features no static checks for the right-hand side multiplicity bound.

We can view a bidirectional relation as a function, where the left-hand side is the domain and the right-hand side is the codomain. A derived relation is a total function (the expression can be executed for all objects in the domain), and each element in the domain maps to zero or more elements in the codomain (restricted to the multiplicity bound of the expression). To get guarantees for the right-hand side multiplicity bound, this function needs to satisfy certain properties. For a multiplicity upper-bound of 1, the function needs to be injective: at most one element in the domain will refer to to each element in the codomain. For a multiplicity lower-bound of 1, the function needs to be surjective: at least one element in the domain will refer to each element in the codomain. IceDust2’s type system does not include reasoning about this. We can only safely assume the function is not injective and not surjective, and give the right-hand side a multiplicity bound of \([0, n]\).

However, our case studies revealed two useful derived bidirectional relations that would benefit from a more strict multiplicity bound on the right-hand side. Figure 22 shows them. If the inverses are actually within the specified multiplicity bound, the runtime works fine for these derived relations. Our type system rejects these derived relations, but the programmer can disable the error if he is confident the inverse is within the multiplicity bound.

Disabling the error is not sound, the programmer might be mistaken. If the programmer makes an error, IceDust2 cannot statically guarantee one of the following three properties:
multiplicity bounds, bidirectionality, or derivation semantics. Consider the following program:

```plaintext
entity Node { }
relation Node.down * <-> * Node.up
relation Node.children * = down <-> ? Node.parent
```

If some object refers to two other objects in `up`, it should have two `parents` as well, violating the multiplicity bound (Invariant 3). To satisfy the multiplicity bound, either bidirectionality (Invariant 2) or derivation semantics (Invariant 1) has to be given up. Figure 23 shows the three solutions by giving up one of the three invariants. This example implemented in REScala (in the same way we implemented submission parent-children in Section 2) does not preserve bidirectionality (Figure 23b). The parents of `n3` and `n4` would first be set to one of the objects `n1` and `n2`, and then to the other. The IceDust2 implementation gives up derivation semantics in this situation (Figure 23c). Either object `n1` or `n2` will not have any children, even though evaluating the derivation expression would yield children. We do not argue one is better than the other, both violate an invariant. In future work we will investigate creating a type system that rejects the above example, but accepts Figure 22.

In conclusion, in our case studies we only encountered this one example where a non-[0, n) multiplicity on the right-hand side of a relation was required. The rest of the case studies could all be specified in a way that guarantees Invariants 1-3. If the programmer correctly specifies a right-hand side multiplicity, Invariants 1-3 are still guaranteed. Nonetheless, it is still worth to move the responsibility of checking the right-hand side multiplicities for derived relations from the programmer to the type system, in future work.

9 Related Work

The related work is organized along the lines of the various language features. We cover bidirectional relations, incremental and eventual computation, and the use of product lines in language engineering.

Derived Bidirectional Relations. Various languages feature bidirectional relations as a language feature. Rumer [3], RelJ [4], Relations [16], and IceDust [15] all feature bidirectional relations as language feature, but do not support derived bidirectional relations. They vary in multiplicity bound behavior: Rumer and RelJ enforce multiplicities at runtime, while Relations and IceDust feature multiplicities in the type system. IceDust2’s behavior for maintaining multiplicity upper bounds is similar to RelJ’s: it implicitly removes references.

Derived bidirectional relations can be described as views in relational and logic databases. They can be incrementalized by materializing the views [11]. Traditional algorithms for materialized views limit recursive aggregation [12]. Some forms of recursive aggregation can be incrementalized [26, 27], but until now the community has not converged to a recursive
aggregation technique [10]. LogiQL [9] has rudimentary support for recursive aggregation (behind a compiler flag). Most databases that feature materialized views also feature non-materialized views, enabling composition of incremental and on-demand calculation strategies. Database languages do not allow specification of multiplicity bounds, thus all derived values have a multiplicity of \([0, n)\). IceDust2 does feature multiplicity constraints, includes an eventual calculation strategy, and admits recursive aggregation.

i3QL [24], Materialized Object Query Language (OQL) [8], and MOVIE [2] support materialized views in object-oriented languages. The data is in memory, rather than persisted on disk. Strategy composition can be done by using the framework for incremental derived values, and the host language for on-demand derived values. As these systems are relational, they have the same limitations as databases: no multiplicity bounds, no eventual calculation strategy, and limited support for recursion (except for i3QL, it features fixpoint recursion).

IncQuery [31] features incremental graph queries. These can be scheduled by a query planner, but provide no multiplicity bounds. In IceDust2 derived relations are specified as expressions, which provides a multiplicity bound for the left-hand side of the derived relation. For derived primitive values IncQuery has an escape hatch to Java. This makes it Turing complete, but only the dependencies and results are cached, not the internal computation. On the other hand, IceDust2 is not Turing complete (its memory footprint is bounded by the total number of fields of all objects), but the full computation is incrementalized.

Alloy [17] (with operational semantics Alchemy [20]) and Booster [5] feature bidirectional derived relations as well. These systems use constraints for describing derived values and multiplicity bounds. On changes to fields, other fields are updated to maintain the constraints. In constraints, all field references can function as inputs and outputs, so for predictability, only values mentioned in update operations are updated. In contrast, IceDust2 can predictably update any value, as it uses expressions for derived values, not constrains. The fields referenced in an expression are input, the field the expression is for, is output.

**Incremental Computation without Bidirectional Relations.** Various programming styles and languages that can be used for incremental computation do not support derived bidirectional relations. These can only be used for derived unidirectional relations.

Functional reactive programming (FRP) [7], with for example REScala [28], or Scala.React [22] can be used for incremental computation. Wrapping expressions in signal macros realizes incremental behavior, reevaluating the expression when one of its dependencies is changed. FRP maintains dependencies at runtime, causing memory overhead. In contrast, IceDust2 uses static dependency information. However, FRP frameworks do support any language feature as long as it is pure, while IceDust2 restricts its expression language to be able to statically analyze its dependencies. FRP allows strategy composition by modeling incremental derived values in FRP, and using the host language for on-demand derived values. However, the safety of compositions is not checked, and can result in inconsistencies.

Self-adjusting computation (SAC) [1] and Adapton [14] also use dependency tracking for incremental computation. Adapton features a demand-driven incremental calculation strategy: dirty flag transitively on writes, and recompute transitively on reads if dirty. IceDust2 features on-demand, incremental, and eventual calculation strategies. We might add Adapton’s calculation strategy to IceDust2 in future work, it would fit in the general IceDust2 approach without requiring invasive changes to the architecture. Adapton works only on algebraic data types, but Nominal Adapton [13] is better suited for object graphs, it allows identifying caches. In Nominal Adapton’s terms, the derived value caches in IceDust2’s runtime can be identified ‘objectIdentifier+fieldName’. Adapton allows strategy composition
by modeling incremental derived values in Adapton, and the on-demand derived values in
the host language. The safety of strategy composition of is checked in Adapton. Adapton
does not feature eventual calculation, bidirectional relations, or data persistence.

Incremental Java Query Language (JQL) [34], and Demand-Driven Incremental Object
Queries (DDIOQ) [21] enable specifying derived values as queries in Java. They transform
imperative code to a relational calculus, and use the relational model to generate code that
incrementally maintains caches. In contrast, IceDust2 uses path-based abstract interpretation
instead of a relational calculus to generate maintenance code.

Attribute grammars (AGs) feature a declarative style of specifying derived primitive
values similar to IceDust. Attribute values can also be incrementally computed [6]. Reference
attribute grammars (RAGs) support derived relations [30]. RAGs only support trees as input
(graphs can only be derived values), while IceDust2 works with graphs. As AGs and RAGs
are designed for use in compilers they do not feature an eventual calculation strategy.

Eventual Calculation without Bidirectional Relations. Reactive programming (RP), with
for example RX [23], features a programming model similar to FRP. However, RP provides an
eventual instead of an incremental calculation strategy by asynchronously processing updates.
RP enables composition with eventual and on-demand calculation strategies by using the
host language for on-demand calculation. Note that on-demand calculation is eventual
on-demand if it depends on eventual calculation, as in our approach (see Figure 14).

Software Product Lines and Language Engineering. Völter and Visser have investigated
the combination of software product lines (SPLs) and domain-specific languages (DSLs)
[33]. In their taxonomy, IceDust2 falls in the category ‘Variations in the Transformation
or Execution’. The IceDust2 operational semantics vary in execution, and the IceDust2
compilers vary in transformation based on the field properties. Behavior is chosen based on
presence conditions. IceDust2 falls in the sub category ‘Negative Variability via Removal’ by
only retaining the behavior satisfying the presence conditions out of all possible behaviors.

The Dana language [25] enables switching features at run time. In order to be able to
switch at run time, the various options for a feature need to have the same public API,
and they need to share a set of transfer fields. Unfortunately, this is not possible with the
IceDust2 runtime, as the public API varies based on the features selected. We would like to
investigate switching calculation strategies at runtime in future work.

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we have presented IceDust2, a declarative data modeling language that supports
composition of derivation calculation strategies and bidirectional derived relations with
multiplicity bounds. Because updating derived values with various strategies, maintaining
bidirectionality, and keeping multiplicity bounds all interact, the IceDust2 semantics for
individual fields is structured as a product line, which can be instantiated in two compilers.
One that compiles to plain old Java objects, and one that compiles to an object-relational
mapper. Finally, our case studies validated the usability of IceDust2 in applications: derived
values can be specified declaratively and concisely, independent of their complex runtime.

This work also raises open research questions. First, is it possible to provide static
guarantees for multiplicity bounds for the right-hand side of derived bidirectional relations?
Second, what calculation strategies can be added to IceDust2, and (more importantly) how
can these strategies be composed in a sound way? Finally, is it possible to automatically assign
calculation strategies to derived values based on high level directives, such as partitioning
data between application users?
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